
Famous Musicals:  Some Songs and Information 

 

Annie Get Your Gun:  written by Irving Berlin.  Told the story of Annie Oakley.  Songs include “There’s No Business Like Show 

Business” and “Anything You Can Do, I Can Do Better” 

 

My Fair Lady:  Based on George Bernard Shaw’s novel “Pygmalion,” The story is about a professor who bets he can transform a 

poor, uneducated London girl into a high-society "lady" by improving her speech. The plot turns when he falls in love with her, as 

well.  Songs include “I Could Have Danced All Night,” “On the Street Where You Live” and “I’ve Grown Accustomed to her 

Face.” 
 

Annie:  "Annie" is a spunky Depression-era orphan determined to find her parents, who abandoned her years ago on the doorstep of a 

New York City Orphanage run by the cruel, embittered Miss Hannigan. In adventure after fun-filled adventure, Annie foils Miss 

Hannigan's evil machinations, befriends President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and finds a new family and home in billionaire Oliver 

“Daddy” Warbucks, his personal secretary Grace Farrell and a lovable mutt named Sandy.  Famous songs include:  “I Think I’m 

Going to Like It Here” and “Hard Knock Life.” 

 

Fiddler on the Roof:  In the little village of Anatevka, Tevye, a poor dairyman, tries to instill in his five daughters the traditions of his 

tight-knit Jewish community in the face of changing social mores and the growing anti-Semitism of Czarist Russia.  Famous songs 

include “Matchmaker-Matchmaker” and “If I Were a Rich Man.” 

 

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum:  Written by Stephen Sondheim, it is a light, fast-paced musical regarded as 

one of, if not the funniest musical ever written.  Songs include “That Dirty Old Man” and “Bring Me My Bride.” 

 

Godspell:  Drawing from various theatrical traditions, such as clowning, pantomime, charades, acrobatics and vaudeville, “Godspell” 

is a groundbreaking and unique reflection on the life of Jesus, with a message of kindness, tolerance and love.  Songs include “By My 

Side,”  “Light of the World” and “Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord.” 

 

Guys and Dolls:  This oddball romantic comedy - considered by many to be the perfect musical comedy – soars with the spirit of 

Broadway as it introduces us to a cast of vivid characters who have become legends in the canon: Sarah Brown, the upright but uptight 

"mission doll," out to reform the evildoers of Time Square; Sky Masterson, the slick, high-rolling gambler who woos her on a bet and 

ends up falling in love; Adelaide, the chronically ill nightclub performer whose condition is brought on by the fact she's been engaged 

to the same man for 14 years; and Nathan Detroit, her devoted fiancé, desperate as always to find a spot for his infamous floating crap 

game.  Most famous songs from this musical are “Luck Be a Lady” and “Sit Down You’re Rockin’ the Boat.” 

 

How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying:  “How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying” follows the rise of J. 

Pierrepont Finch, who uses a little handbook called "How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying" to climb the corporate 

ladder from lowly window washer to high-powered executive, tackling such familiar but potent dangers as the aggressively compliant 

"company man," the boss' whiny, nepotistic nephew, the office party, backstabbing co-workers, caffeine addiction and, of course, true 

love.  Songs include “How to Succeed” and “Love from a Heart of Gold. 

 

Beauty and the Beast:  Based on the Academy-award winning animated feature film by Disney.  In a lovely French provincial town 

where the beautiful Belle lives with her father – a dotty inventor. When her father doesn’t return from a trip to the local fair, Belle 

rushes off to find him. To her dismay, she discovers he is being held captive in an old castle by a horrible beast. She trades her 

freedom for his and the “tale as old as time” begins.  Songs include:  “How Long Can This Go On?” and the title track. 

 

Cyrano:  Based on the Edmond Rostand play “Cyrano de Bergerac.” A phenomenal swordsman, a born leader and an artistic, 

intelligent poet with the ability to enchant the hardest of souls, Cyrano is plagued with one tragic flaw – a nose bigger than can ever be 

imagined. He never comes to terms with his looks and how he thinks he appears to the woman he secretly loves, the beautiful Roxana; 

thus, when she tells him of her interest in the handsome yet inarticulate soldier Christian, Cyrano helps the young man, acting as his 

muse and penning eloquent love letters that win her over. 

 

Into the Woods:  When a Baker and his Wife learn they've been cursed with childlessness by the Witch next door, they embark on a 

quest for the special objects required to break the spell, swindling, lying to and stealing from Cinderella, Little Red, Rapunzel and 

Jack (the one who climbed the beanstalk). Everyone's wish is granted at the end of Act One, but the consequences of their actions 

return to haunt them later, with disastrous results. What begins a lively irreverent fantasy in the style of “The Princess Bride” becomes 

a moving lesson about community responsibility and the stories we tell our children. 

 

Jekyll and Hyde:  An evocative tale of the epic battle between good and evil, “Jekyll & Hyde” is based on Robert Louis 

Stevenson's classic story about a brilliant doctor whose experiments with human personality create a murderous counterpart. 

Convinced the cure for his father's mental illness lies in the separation of Man's evil nature from his good, Dr. Henry Jekyll 

unwittingly unleashes his own dark side, wreaking havoc in the streets of late 19th century London as the savage, maniacal Edward 

Hyde.  Features the songs, “This is the Moment” and “Someone Like You.” 



 

Les Miserables:  Based on the work by Victor Hugo.  In 19th century France, Jean Valjean is released from 19 years of unjust 

imprisonment, but finds nothing in store for him but mistrust and mistreatment. He breaks his parole in hopes of starting a new life, 

initiating a life-long struggle for redemption as he is relentlessly pursued by police inspector Javert, who refuses to believe Valjean 

can change his ways. Finally, during the Paris student uprising of 1832, Javert must confront his ideals after Valjean spares his life and 

saves that of the student revolutionary who has captured the heart of Valjean’s adopted daughter. His world-view shattered, Javert 

commits suicide, and Valjean at last attains the peace he has sought for so long.  Most famous song is “I DREAMED A DREAM”  

 

Miss Saigon:  Puccini's “Madame Butterfly”is brought to the modern world in a moving testament to the human spirit and a 

scathing indictment of the tragedies of war.  

In the turmoil of the Vietnam War, an American soldier and a Vietnamese girl fall in love, only to be separated during the fall of 

Saigon. Their struggles to find each other over the ensuing years ends in tragedy for her and a fighting chance for the child he never 

knew he had.  Famous songs include “The American Dream” and “Why God Why?” 

 

The Music Man:  “The Music Man” follows fast-talking traveling salesman Harold Hill as he cons the people of River City, Iowa 

into buying instruments and uniforms for a boys’ band he vows to organize – this despite the fact he doesn’t know a trombone from a 

treble clef. His plans to skip town with the cash are foiled when he falls for Marian the librarian, who transforms him into a 

respectable citizen by curtain’s fall.  Famous songs include:  “SEVENTY-SIX TROMBONES,” “Til There Was You” and “Gary, 

Indiana.” 

 

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers:  Millie is a young bride living in the 1850s Oregon wilderness whose plan to civilize and marry 

off her six rowdy brothers-in-law to ensure the success of her own marriage backfires when the brothers, in their enthusiasm, kidnap 

six women from a neighboring town to be their brides. 

 

Sunday in the Park with George:  Written by Stephen Sondheim, this moving study of the enigmatic painter Georges Seurat won a 

Pulitzer Prize for its deeply insightful and highly personal examination of life through art and the artist.  Act One follows the 

inarticulate Seurat as he fights a losing battle to maintain a relationship with his mistress Dot as he creates his painting “A Sunday 

Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte” amid the scorn of the artistic community. The second act takes place 100 years later, 

introducing us to his American descendant, also an artist, burned out and uncertain of the path he must take. 

 

Sweeney Todd (The Demon Barber of Fleet Street):  Written by Stephen Sondheim, it is a suspenseful, heart-pounding 

masterpiece of murderous barber-ism and culinary crime tells the infamous tale of the unjustly exiled barber who returns to 19th 

century London seeking revenge against the lecherous judge who framed him and ravaged his young wife. His thirst for blood soon 

expands to include his unfortunate customers, and the resourceful proprietress of the pie shop downstairs soon has the people of 

London lining up in droves with her mysterious new meat pie recipe!  Famous song is:  “The Barber and His Wife.” 

 

The Unsinkable Molly Brown:    This spirited tale of a legendary, real-life American original follows the exploits of Molly Brown, 

whose feisty determination to rise above her impoverished beginnings leads her from the backwoods of Hannibal, Missouri, to the 

palaces of Europe. Along the way, she marries a lucky prospector, enters the highest echelons of Monte Carlo society, survives the 

sinking of the Titanic and, most importantly, earns the approval she so desperately seeks of those “Beautiful People of Denver.” 

 

West Side Story:  Music by Leonard Bernstein, Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim.  One of the most famous musicals, Shakespeare's 

“Romeo and Juliet” is transported to modern-day New York City, as two young idealistic lovers find themselves caught between 

warring street gangs, the “American” Jets and the Puerto Rican Sharks. Their struggle to survive in a world of hate, violence and 

prejudice is one of the most innovative, heart-wrenching and relevant musical dramas of our time.  Famous songs include:  “The Jet 

Song,” “Tonight,” “Maria” and “A Boy Like That.” 

 

Kiss Me Kate:  Based on Shakespeare’s “Taming of the Shrew.”  Fred and Lilly are a divorced pair of actors.  Of course, the 

couple seem to act a great deal like the characters they play. A fight on the opening night threatens the production, as well as two 

thugs who have the mistaken idea that Fred owes their boss money and insist on staying next to him all night.  Songs include:  “I Hate 

Men” and “So In Love.” 

 

Man of La Mancha:  This musical version of Don Quixote is framed by an incident allegedly from the life of its author, Miguel de 

Cervantes. Don Quixote is the mad, aging nobleman who embarrasses his respectable family by his adventures. Backed by his faithful 

sidekick Sancho Panza, he duels windmills and defends his perfect lady Dulcinea (who is actually a downtrodden whore named 

Aldonza). 

 

The Odd Couple:  Written by Neil Simon, Felix Unger has just broken up with his wife. Despondent, he goes to kill himself but is 

saved by his friend Oscar Madison. With nowhere else to go, Felix is urged by Oscar to move in with him, at least for a while. The 

only problem is that Felix is neat, tidy, and neurotic, whereas Oscar is slovenly and casual. 

 



Oklahoma!:  Written by Rodgers and Hammerstein, a couple of young cowboys win the hearts of their sweethearts in the 

Oklahoma territory at the turn of the century. Despite the interference of an evil ranch hand and a roaming peddler.  Songs include:  

“It’s a Scandal!, It’s a Outrage!” and “Oh, What a Beautiful Morning!” 

Rent:  Written by Jonathan Larson, it is based on Puccini’s La Boheme and tells the story of one year in the life of friends living 

the Bohemian life in modern day East Village New York. Among the group are our narrator nerdy love struck filmmaker Mark; the 

object of his affection his former lover, Maureen; Maureen's Harvard educated public interest lawyer lesbian lover Joanne; Mark's 

roommate HIV+ former junkie, Roger; Roger's lover the HIV+ drug addicted S&M dancer, Mimi; their former roommate HIV+ 

computer genius Tom Collins; Collins' HIV+ drag queen street musician lover Angel; and Benjamin Coffin III a former member of 

the group who married money and has since become their landlord and the opposite of everything they stand for. Shows how much 

changes or doesn't change in the 525,600 minutes that make up a year.  Songs include “You’ll See” and “Without You.” 

The Sound of Music:  Baron Von Trapp, a widower, runs his home near Salzburg like the ship he once commanded. That changes 

when Maria arrives from the convent to be the new governess of his seven children. Their romps through the hills inspire all to sing 

and to find joy in the smallest things -- like raindrops on window panes. With a renewed zest for life, the baron hosts a party to 

introduce his new fiance. Maria knows then she does not want to be a nun. She marries the baron. The happy ever after part is 

threatened when Austria's new German rulers want the baron back in military service.  Most famous song is the title track. 

Porgy and Bess:  In this legendary Gershwin opera set among the black residents of a fishing village (Catfish Row) in 1912 South 

Carolina, Bess, a woman with a disreputable history - tries to break free from her brutish lover Crown after he becomes wanted for 

murder. The only person willing to overlook her past and offer her shelter is the crippled Porgy. Their relationship is threatened by the 

disapproval of the townspeople, the presence of her old drug supplier Sportin' Life - and the threatened return of Crown. 

A Streetcar Named Desire:  Based on the play by Tennessee Williams, Blanche Dubois goes to visit her pregnant sister and 

husband Stanley Kowalski in New Orleans. Stanley doesn't like her, and starts pushing her for information on some property he know 

was left to the sisters. He discovers she has mortgaged the place and spent all the money, and wants to find out all he can about her. 

Even more friction develops between the two while they are in the apartment together. 

 

South Pacific:  Based on “Tales of the South Pacific” by James Michener.  It is 1943 and the United States Navy has established 

several bases in the Solomon Islands, in preparation for an invasion towards New Guinea and the Central Pacific. On one such island 

lives a French planter named Emile de Becque, whom the Navy wishes to employ as a scout to nearby Japanese held islands. To 

accomplish this task, de Becque is approached by a US Navy nurse named Nellie Forbush. Amidst an outstanding musical score, and 

breathtaking scenery, the drama of "South Pacific" unfolds.  Famous song is “Some Enchanted Evening” 

 

Hair:  A cult Broadway musical of the '60ties, tells a story about Claude, young man from Oklahoma who comes to New York City. 

There he strikes up a friendship with the group of hippies, led by Berger, and falls in love with Sheila, girl from the rich family. 

However, their happines is short because Claude must go to Vietnam war.  Famous song is “The Age of Aquarius.” 

 

Hello, Dolly:  Based on the play “The Matchmaker” by Thornton Wilder, tells the story of Dolly Levi, a New York-based 

matchmaker who merrily arranges things... like furniture and daffodils and lives. A widow, she has found herself in love with a "half-

a-millionaire" Yonkers merchant named Horace Vandergelder. So she proceeds to weave a web of romantic complications involving 

him, his two clerks, a pretty milliner and her assistant. Eventually, of course, all is sorted out, and everyone ends up with the right 

person. 

 

Inherit the Wind:  Teacher B.T. Cates is arrested for teaching Darwin's theories. Famous lawyer Henry Drummond defends him; 

fundamentalist politician Matthew Brady prosecutes. This is a very thinly disguised rendition of the 1925 "Scopes monkey trial" with 

debates between Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan taken largely from the transcripts. 

 

Glengarry Glen Ross:  Most famous work of David Mamet, times are tough in a New York office; the salesmen (Shelley Levene, 

Ricky Roma, Dave Moss, and George Aaronow) are given a strong incentive by Blake to succeed in a sales contest. The prizes? First 

prize is a Cadillac Eldorado, second prize is a set of steak knives, third prize is the sack! There is no room for losers in this 

dramatically masculine world; only "closers" will get the good sales leads. There is a lot of pressure to succeed, so a robbery is 

committed which has unforseen consequences for all the characters. 

 

Cabaret:  It is the city of Berlin, Germany in 1930, a time when political unrest racks the country, the economy has been destroyed, 

and millions of unemployed roam the streets. Enter into this chaos an American dancer, working at the downtown "Kit-Kat club" 

where anything goes on the stage. Into this young dancer's life come several characters such as a rich German politician, a young 

Jewish man struggling with his identity, an Englishman teacher from London, and of course the all-knowing, all-seeing Master of 

Ceremonies. 

 



Carousel:  Written by Rodgers and Hammerstein, Billy is sent down "from above" for one day to try and make amends for mistakes 

he made in life. Billy worked at the carnival running the carousel, which is where he met Julie. The carnival owner Mrs. Mullen fires 

him because of jealousy, and he and Julie get married. Billy gets into bad habits when he can't find a job and they are forced to live a 

meager existence on Julie's factory pay. When Julie tells him she's pregnant, he feels compelled to somehow find a way to support his 

family, but the only option seems to be falling back into crime with his old pal Jigger.  Famous song is “Climb Every Mountain.” 

 

Arsenic and Old Lace:  Mortimer Bruster is a newspaperman and author known for his diatribes against marriage. We watch him 

being married at city hall in the opening scene. Now all that is required is a quick trip home to tell Mortimer's two maiden aunts. 

While trying to break the news, he finds out his aunts' hobby; killing lonely old men and burying them in the cellar. It gets worse. 

 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof:  Based on the play by Tennessee Williams: A party is planned for the 65th birthday of family patriarch 

'Big Daddy', but not everyone is in a festive mood. Big Daddy's son Brick, a one-time star athlete, has a drinking problem and has 

become cold towards his wife Maggie, though she still desperately loves him. Brick's older brother Gooper and his wife hope to gain 

control over Big Daddy's estate. Big Daddy himself is just coming home from a clinic where he has been tested for cancer. When his 

doctor tells the family the results of the tests, the family's accumulated lies, frustrations, and secrets quickly begin to come out. 

 

A Chorus Line:  A director is casting dancers for a large production. Large numbers of hopefulls audition, hoping to be selected. 

Throughout the day, more and more people are eliminated, and the competition gets harder. Eventually, approximately a dozen 

dancers must compete for a few spots, each hoping to impress the director with their dancing skill. But, is this really what the director 

is looking for? 

 

Brighton Beach Memoirs:  Written by Neil Simon, Eugene, a young teenage Jewish boy, recalls his memoirs of his time as an 

adolescent youth. He lives with his parents, his aunt, two cousins, and his brother, Stanley, whom he looks up to and admires. He goes 

through the hardships of puberty, sexual fantasy, and living the life of a poor boy in a crowded house. 

 

Biloxi Blues:  Based on Neil Simon's play, it is the sequel to Simon's "Brighton Beach Memoirs." It takes up with the story of 

Eugene Jerome as he is on his way to boot camp in Mississippi to train for WWII. He learns the hardships of war through boot camp, 

to accept other people's differences, falls in love and loses his virginity to a prostitute. He and the other young men must endure the 

rigorous training and abuse from their drill sergeant. 

 

The King and I:  Written by Rodgers and Hammerstein, Mrs. Anna Leonowens and her son Louis arrive in Bangkok, where she 

has contracted to teach English to the children of the royal household. She threatens to leave when the house she had been promised is 

not available, but falls in love with the children. A new slave, a gift of a vassal king, translates "Uncle Tom's Cabin" into a Siamese 

ballet, expressing her unhappiness at being with the King. She attempts to escape with her lover. Anna and the King fall in love, but 

her British upbringing inhibits her from joining his harem. She is just about to leave Siam when she hears of the King's imminent 

death, and returns to help his son, her favorite pupil, rule his people. 

 

Pal Joey:  Joey Evans is charming, handsome, funny, talented, and a first class, A-number-one heel. When Joey meets the former 

chorus girl ("She used to be 'Vera...with the Vanishing Veils'") and now rich widow Vera Simpson, the two lecherous souls seem 

made for each other. That is, until Linda English comes along. Linda is a "mouse on the <chorus> line" and built like there's no 

tomorrow. But she's the typical good little girl from a good little home -- just the right ingredient to louse up Joey's cushy set up. 

 

Babes in Toyland:  Tom the Piper's Son is about to marry Mary Quite Contrary. On the eve of their wedding, evil miser Barnaby 

hires two henchmen to drown Tom and steal Mary's sheep, cared for by Little Bo Peep, thus depriving Mary and the children she lives 

with of their livelihood, forcing her to marry Barnaby. The sheep are stolen, but Gonzorgo and Roderigo, Barnaby's henchmen, 

double-cross him by selling Tom to a band of gypsies instead, leaving Tom with the opportunity to escape and make his way with 

Mary, Bo-Peep, and other Mother Goose characters to Toyland. 

 

Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat:  Written by Andrew Lloyd Webber, In this musical, we see the story of 

Joseph, son of Jacob. The favoured son, he is betrayed by his jealous brothers and sold into slavery and driven to Egypt. Though beset 

with adversity, Joseph perseveres through wit and faith and becomes the governor of Egypt, second only to the Pharaoh. This all the 

sets the scene for when he meets his brothers who have come to Egypt to purchase food.  Donny Osmond was a huge hit starring in 

this musical. 

 

Oliver!:  Based on Dickens’ Oliver Twist, Oliver is sold to a Dunstable undertaker after asking for more dinner at the orphanage. 

Escaping to London he is taken in by Fagin to join his gang of child pickpockets. Wrongly accused of a theft he meets a more kindly 

gentleman who takes him in, to the concern of one of Fagin's old pupils, the violent Bill Sykes. In the middle is Nancy, Sykes' girl 

whom Oliver has come to trust. 

 

A Raisin in the Sun:  Based on the Pulitzer-Prize winning work by Lorraine Hansberry, Walter Lee Younger is a young man 

struggling with his station in life. Sharing a tiny apartment with his wife, son, sister and mother, he seems like an imprisoned man. 

Until, that is, the family gets an unexpected financial windfall... 



 

Grease:  Danny is the 'coolest' of the T Birds, a group of High School guys, they hang out with the Pink Ladies. Danny met Sandy 

Dumbrowski during the summer holiday and now she's moved to the area and to his school, Rydell High. Sandy doesn't fit in with the 

'cool' scene, and the Pink ladies, "Look at me I'm Sandra Dee, Blessed with my virginity" sings Rizzo, the Pink Ladies leader. A rival 

gang Scorpians want to race the T Birds car ("Go Greased Lightning ..."). Also there's a National Dance TV show coming to Rydall 

High ... There are a couple of rival suitors to Sandy and Danny, to liven the relationship up. And 'oh yes' - Graduation. 

 

The Producers:  Based on a Mel Brooks’ movie, eclipsed Cats to become the longest running musical all-time. 

 

Showboat:  Written by Jerome Kern, The story, which spans almost fifty years, deals primarily with the fortunes of an 

impressionable young woman named Magnolia Hawks, her father who owns a show boat named the Cotton Blossom, and a troubled 

riverboat gambler/actor named Gaylord Ravenal. Magnolia and Gaylord fall in love while acting on the showboat and eventually 

marry and move to Chicago. They separate, however, after Gaylord loses all of their money gambling. The subplot involves 

Magnolia's mulatto friend, the tragic Julie La Verne. 

 

A Little Night Music:  Written by Stephen Sondheim.  This musical concerns three mismatched couples. Desiree Armfeldt, an 

actress, is seeing Count Carl-Magnus Malcolm who is married to Charlotte Malcolm. Frederik Egerman, Desiree's past lover, is 

married to the still-virginal Anne, who is half his age. Henrik Egerman, Frederik's son who is also a divinity student, loves his 

stepmother Anne, who is a year younger than him. Petra, Frederik and Anne's maid, Madame Armfeldt, Desiree's mother, and 

Frederica, Desiree's daughter round out the action which occurs in town and at "A Weekend in the Country" at Madame Armfeldt's 

house in the land of the midnight sun. Also features a lieder quintet as a Greek chorus.Famous song is “Send in the Clowns.” 

 

Cats:  Written by Andrew Lloyd Webber and based on the book “Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats by T.S. Eliot.”  

Second-longest running musical ever on Broadway, second only to “The Producers.”  Cats" tells the story of a junkyard full of 

Jellicle felines. 

 

Evita:  Written by Andrew Lloyd Webber, it is a biography of Eva Peron, wife of dictator Juan Peron.  Evita was played by 

Madonna in the movie. 

 

Jesus Christ Superstar:  Written by Andrew Lloyd Webber, this film tells the story of the final 6 days in the life of Jesus Christ 

through the troubled eyes of Judas Escariot. Too often mis-labeled a musical, this film is a "rock opera." There are no spoken lines, 

everything is sung.  Famous songs are “Superstar” and “I Don’t Know How to Love Him” 

 

Phantom of the Opera:  Based on the work written by Gaston Leroux, this is Andrew Lloyd Webber’s most famous work.  Pit 

violinist Claudin hopelessly loves rising operatic soprano Christine Dubois (as do baritone Anatole and police inspector Raoul) and 

secretly aids her career. But Claudin loses both his touch and his job, murders a rascally music publisher in a fit of madness, and has 

his face etched with acid. Soon, mysterious crimes plague the Paris Opera House, blamed on a legendary "phantom" whom none can 

find in the mazes and catacombs. But both of Christine's lovers have plans to ferret him out.  Famous songs include:  “Angel of 

Music,” “Masquerade,” “Music of the Night” and “All I Ask of You.” 

 

 


